**METHOD 'D'**

Repairs performed to completely replace slabs between two transverse joints.

---

**SECTION A-A**

1. Type 1 repairs are 6 ft. to less than 15 ft. in length and require no reinforcement. Type 2 repairs are 15 ft. and greater in length and require no reinforcement. Maximum transverse joint spacing shall be 15 ft. and there shall be no mid-slab reinforcement.

2. Repair slabs and remains of existing slabs shall not be less than 6 ft. in length.

3. Existing dowels and assemblies shall be completely removed when a repair is performed at a transverse joint.

4. All repairs offset more than 3 ft. on either side of an existing transverse joint shall be extended to a minimum of 6 ft and dowel assemblies shall be placed adjacent to the existing transverse joints as shown in repair method 'C' on standard MD 577.04.

**NOTES**

1. Repairs shall be made in accordance with section 522 of the specifications.

2. Repairs shall be made using concrete meeting the requirements of 522.02 of the specifications.

3. When the subbase material is determined to be unsuitable by the engineer, compact the material with a vibratory compactor or remove the unsuitable material and refill with compacted graded aggregate base in lifts no greater than 4 inches in depth, as directed by the engineer.

4. Holes for the dowels and load transfer tie devices shall be drilled simultaneously to the required depth using frame mounted drills which will maintain the drills in a longitudinally parallel position.

5. Joints shall be made in accordance with section 520 of the specifications and standard MD 577.07.

6. All load transfer dowels shall be epoxy coated.

7. See standard MD 577.01 for pavement repair saw cuts for lift out method.

8. Load transfer devices: plain dowel 18" L and 12" C/C located in each wheel path. Wheel path is defined as a distance of 16" to 56" (width of 40") from the left or right of the centerline of the roadway travel lane. Refer to standard MD 512.21.
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